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DIGIDIA wins major contract
for DAB tunnel break-in systems
in Norway

DIGIDIA has won together with Norking and
TC Connect another major contract for DAB
tunnel break-in in Norway.
The total contract is for 33 DAB breakin systems to cover 46 tunnels in the
middle region of Norway. This contract
comes in addition to the other contracts
in Hålogaland and Hordaland and brings
DIGIDIA’s market share in Norway to over
60%.

About the
DAB BI 2.0 DAB
Tunnel Break-in product:
Simultaneous multi-ensemble
management for up to 4
ensembles
SFN capability,
synchronisation with GPS
antenna signal
Automatic Following
of dynamic multiplex
reconfigurations of DAB
ensembles
Unlimited number of
encoders
Compact: 1 box
(483x350x177mm)
Straight forward easy to use
design with user friendly GUIs
Remote control, maintenance
and monitoring

Pascal Olivier,
DIGIDIA’s CEO says:
We are very satisfied with this success in Norway in
a very competitive environment. It is the fruit of 3
years of cooperation with TC Connect and Norkring,
that allowed us to develop a compact, flexible and
efficient product perfectly adapted to the needs of
tunnel operators. DIGIDIA has already delivered DAB
tunnel break-in systems to Hong Kong 4 years ago
and we have recently delivered the first systems to
Switzerland. With this contract DIGIDIA confirms its
position as market leader for DAB break-in products.

About DIGIDIA
DIGIDIA has emerged as one of the leading companies for digital radio equipment in Synchronous
FM, DAB and DRM technology. DIGIDIA’s systems are installed all over the world and include encoders,
multiplexers, IP gate ways, modulators, monitoring systems, professional receivers,tunnel break-in
productcs and specific products and projects based on Sofware Defined Radio.
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